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"Today marks one small step toward restoring honor, decency, and accountability to New

York State government. I hope today also brings some measure of justice to the brave

women who had the courage to come forward against a powerful and vindictive political

figure.

"Over the past year, Andrew Cuomo’s credibility completely fell apart. Now, following his
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overdue resignation, it will never be repaired. The Governor’s pervasive harassment and

coverups cast a dark cloud over our State Capitol and took us away from the important work

facing this state.

"Andrew Cuomo broke the law, lied about it, and shamelessly smeared the women who came

forward. His resignation is welcome, but it stops short of the justice his victims and the

people of New York deserve. The FBI, the State Attorney General, and other proper

authorities must also be allowed to continue their work investigating all of the possible

crimes related to our state’s nursing homes crisis and the Governor’s questionable book deal.

The Legislature must examine the Cuomo administration’s many failings in public forums as

soon as possible so that these abuses of power will never happen under another

administration.

"We must also acknowledge the fact that the Democrats in the Legislature failed to hold

Andrew Cuomo or his administration accountable, despite our repeated calls to do so.

"Well after the numerous credible allegations were made against Andrew Cuomo, Democrats

in both the Senate and Assembly stood by him, normalizing his behavior and enabling him to

cling to power. I hope those in the Legislature - and other powerful figures around the state -

reflect on their own actions in response to Andrew Cuomo’s disturbing behavior. The vocal

support and the deafening silence of many helped keep Andrew Cuomo in power far longer

than he deserved.

"In 14 days we will have our first female Governor. I’d like to congratulate Lieutenant

Governor Kathy Hochul, a fellow Western New Yorker, on becoming the first woman to

assume leadership of this state. My fellow Senators and I look forward to working with



Governor Hochul as we continue to tackle the issues of rising crime, our state’s struggling

economy, and the resurgence of the COVID-19 virus."
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